USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10401.16

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\==RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
OPS_Selar says:
::Standing at Main Operations reading over reports from her staff on her console::
CSO_Tunik says:
::at his main science console, on the bridge, with a look of intrigue on his matured Vulcan face::
CO_Shras says:
:: walks out of sickbay and walks slowly ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::orders in hand, riding the turbolift up to the bridge::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Reappearing after having been unavailable Bauer resurfaces coming off the turbo lift and entering the bridge::
CSO_Tunik says:
::still recovering from his previous mission on board the Expedition::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY IN ROUTE TO ZESTEL IV FROM STARBASE 245 TO INVESTIGATE THE PLAGUE BESETTING THE GUTHORIAN COLONY THERE
XO_Taal says:
::sitting down in the Executive officer's chair::
CEO_Farris says:
::Arrives in sickbay and looks for the doc that nagged him to get in there::
CNS_Bauer says:
::He moves across the floor and takes his chair left of the Captain's::
OPS_Selar says:
::She finishes her reports and then begins to check supplies, making sure everything is where it should be::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Counselor.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Commander ::Barely making eye contact::
ACMO_Love says:
::walks out of her office and spots the grumpy looking CEO:: CEO: Welcome chief, glad you got my message.
TO_Waltrip says:
:: Taylor sits in her quarters at the computer desk. She is still afraid to face the bridge crew after the incident. She begins typing a few letters out to her friends. ::
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: You could say I got the message... I was kind of busy when I kept getting it...
CTO_Kizlev says:
::TL stops and steps off striding over in front of the XO standing at attention:: XO: Lieutenant JG Kizlev reporting for duty, sir.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Have you briefed yourself on the situation on Zestel IV?
CNS_Bauer says:
::He brings up some records regarding the mission on his console::
XO_Taal says:
::looks up at the Lieutenant and checks his PADD::
ACMO_Love says:
CEO: I do apologize chief, but I thought you would want to get this taken care of as soon as possible.
CEO_Farris says:
::Wondering if anyone has noticed his horrible hairpiece that he's using to cover his completely bald head yet::
OPS_Selar says:
::She begins checking power efficiency, to make sure everything is routed where it is needed::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is confused at the captain's absence::
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Thank you, Lieutenant. You may take your station. ::points to Tactical::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Briefly, Sir. I'm just taking a look now.
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Well... my first exam aboard a ship didn't go so well... let's leave it at that.
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: Yes, sir. ::looks around for tactical, not used to an intrepid class bridge, then walks over and logs in::
ACMO_Love says:
::motions to a biobed:: CEO: Please, hop up there.
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Alright... ::Cautiously steps up to it, turns around, and slides on::
CO_Shras says:
:: enter the turbolift :: TL: Bridge
OPS_Selar says:
::She notices the new Lieutenant walking to the Tactical Station, she had to get him access codes and such. She made a note to herself::
XO_Taal says:
::checks the computer for the ETA::
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: As long as none of this stuff cracks and sizzles with me on it, I'll be fine.
CSO_Tunik says:
::moves towards the XO:: XO: Commander, at your earliest convenience, could I express some thoughts about our mission? Thoughts of how we might proceed.
CO_Shras says:
:: walk on the bridge but stay on the upper deck ::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: I suggest you brief yourself quickly; we will be arriving in 10 minutes.
ACMO_Love says:
CEO: Now just relax. This will only take a few minutes if you cooperate.
CO_Shras says:
XO: Status commander?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, we are maintaining maximum warp. At our current speed we will reach the system in 10 minutes.
XO_Taal says:
CSO: You may proceed, Commander.
ACMO_Love says:
::presses the biobed panel and begins the scans::
XO_Taal says:
::stands up::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: LONG RANGE SCANS OF THE ZESTEL STAR SYSTEM SHOW NO UNUSUAL READINGS. SPECIFIC READINGS FROM THE COLONY ON ZESTEL IV ARE WITHIN M-CLASS NORMS
CO_Shras says:
XO: Good, I'll be in my ready room
XO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, Captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Reads through mission notes...zombies? Hmmmmm?::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::spots the CO but misses the chance to introduce himself::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: HOWEVER, THERE ARE CERTAIN, BIOREADINGS WHICH INDICATE SEVERAL UNUSUAL CONTAMINANTS ON THE PLANET
CEO_Farris says:
::Hopes the ACMO doesn't mention his wig::
CO_Shras says:
:: Walks to his ready room, sit in his chair ::
ACMO_Love says:
::runs her tricorder over the chief:: CEO: Anything I should know about? Headaches, chest pains, dizziness?
OPS_Selar says:
::Looks over information on her console::
CSO_Tunik says:
XO: On multiple occasions, I have witnessed medical teams become infected by the very thing they're sent to heal. I'm uncertain of the contagious factors of this plague; however... despite the lack of personalism in the act, I believe the medical teams should wear EVA suits. 
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: If there is an away team I'll be glad to go. Are there preventive measures we can take to prevent being infected?
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: I feel fine... nothing of any real interest...
CSO_Tunik says:
XO: In the event they're contaminated, they're to remain off the ship.
XO_Taal says:
CSO: Commander, I was about to suggest the same thing concerning the environmental suits.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears the CSO:: CSO: Will EVA suits be enough?
ACMO_Love says:
::nods:: CEO: Now I need a blood sample. ::grabs the hypo and presses it into his neck::
OPS_Selar says:
CO/XO: Sirs, scans of the Zestel Star System show no unusual readings. Zestel IV is within normal class M parameters.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::notices he doesn't full proprietary access to tactical, then glances at his padd looking for the name:: Aloud: Lieutenant Selar? ::looks over to OPS::
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Thank you, Lieutenant.
OPS_Selar says:
::looks over at the CTO:: CTO: Can I help you Lieutenant?
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: OK... What else?
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Continue all scans as we enter the system.
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: They should. Separate oxygen supply. No physical contacts. And off course... the suits would have to be discarded. They can't be brought onboard. Transporters might not be able to filter out dangerous elements. So, we'll have to transport them out of their EVA suits once they're ready to come up.
OPS_Selar says:
XO: Aye sir. ::She continues her scans, as she looks at the CTO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
OPS: It seems I don't have full Beta-2 access in the computer as of yet. Can you correct this for me?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I see. XO: I'm game.
ACMO_Love says:
::hands the sample to the nurse:: CEO: Now, let's get a brain wave analysis. Please remove the hairpiece so the scan will be accurate. ::smiles::
OPS_Selar says:
CTO: One moment please. ::She brings up the access codes panel. She notes what is wrong and taps a series of buttons, activating them for the CTO:: CTO: Lieutenant you should have access as of now.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::thinks back to when he first had to go through this on the Dublin::
XO_Taal says:
CSO/CNS: I will need both your experience on this away mission.
CEO_Farris says:
::Widens his eyes:: ACMO: Hairpiece? Uhh... what... hairpiece...?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: What about a cure for those already infected?
CTO_Kizlev says:
Self: Master situation, internal force field control.... good. OPS: Thank you.
ACMO_Love says:
CEO: I know you might be a little self conscious, but a lot of men your age lose their hair.
OPS_Selar says:
CTO: You’re welcome. ::She continues to monitor scans::
CO_Shras says:
:: walks back to the bridge and his chair ::
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Not the way I lost it... ::Pulls it off, hoping the glare doesn't blind anyone::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::gets a funny feeling about seeing the OPS's face before, but shakes it off as confused memory::
CO_Shras says:
XO: We should be near Zestel now, are we?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Captain.
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: We'll certainly have that in time, I hope.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, sir. We're entering the system now.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Me too.
ACMO_Love says:
::smiles:: CEO: You know a lot of people find bald men very attractive.
XO_Taal says:
::monitors the sensors as helm drops out of warp and enters the Zestel system at full impulse::
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Mine got burned off when I was sent to communicate with some new species and they decided to explode...
XO_Taal says:
CTO: Yellow alert.
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Status?
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Uh... attractive?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::looks behind at tac-2 wondering where Ens. Waltrip is:: XO: Aye. Yellow status. ::sets yellow alert::
ACMO_Love says:
CEO: Unfortunate chief, but we can repair the damage you know.
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Nah... I already lost it once... No reason to lose it again.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::glances at this personnel primer padd and confirms the ensign should be on active duty now::
CSO_Tunik says:
::in thought:: CNS: Two senior officers on board the Geneva nearly died because of a disease that is inadvertently transmitted through telepathy. Only telepaths could receive it. Mind-melds saved them. But that would hardly be the case for these people. Depending on how fast it spreads, how far it spreads, and how deadly this plague is... our current medical teams might not be enough.
ACMO_Love says:
::runs the analysis and then shuts off the machine:: CEO: There all done chief. You seem to be in great shape. You are free to go for now, unless there is something else?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks, as he positions his hands on his console - Where do I find info on psychoanalyzing a zombie?::
OPS_Selar says:
::She makes a strange face as she reads the information on her console:: XO: Strange Commander...I am showing signs of very unusual bio-signatures. I am unable to make them at, or at least the Computer is not. I have not seen anything like this. Shall I send the information to Sickbay and see what they can come up with?
CEO_Farris says:
ACMO: Nothing that I can really think of. Thanks, doc.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, you do intend to have me lead the Away Mission?
ACMO_Love says:
::smiles:: CEO: Come back if you have any problems.
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Yes, send the data to sickbay for analysis.
CO_Shras says:
:: Look at the XO :: XO: I cannot say I have made up my mind yet....
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I just want a happy ending, Tunik.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::notices the CO, guessing which part of Andor he may have come from::
OPS_Selar says:
::She taps her combadge:: *ACMO*: Operations to Sickbay.
XO_Taal says:
::goes over to look at the data::
CEO_Farris says:
::Hops off the table, shoves the now useless hairpiece in a replicator for recycling, and starts to head out:: ACMO: Will do, doc.
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow::
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Fascinating...
ACMO_Love says:
*OPS*: Love here. Go ahead please.
CEO_Farris says:
::Enters a TL:: TL: Bridge.
OPS_Selar says:
*ACMO*: I have some strange bio readings up here that I would like to send to you for analysis. I am transferring them to Sickbay now. ::She sends them::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA ENTERS THE ZESTEL STAR SYSTEM, MAKING AN ELIPTICAL APPROACH TO THE FOURTH PLANET, WHERE THE GUTHORIAN COLONY IS LOCATED
OPS_Selar says:
::She looks up at the XO:: XO: Fascinating sir?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::checks sensors for unusual contacts in the vicinity::
ACMO_Love says:
*OPS*: Understood. Sickbay out.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, I believe your place is on the bridge in this instance. We would be beaming down to an unsecured location.
CO_Shras says:
XO: I am not saying I'll be going
XO_Taal says:
OPS: Yes, I cannot make sense of these bio-readings.
ACMO_Love says:
::receives the data and begins to run the analysis::
OPS_Selar says:
XO: Nor could I Commander. It seems rather strange to me as well.
CEO_Farris says:
::Arrives on the bridge and moves over to the engineering station::
XO_Taal says:
CO: Just making sure you haven't been affected, sir.
CO_Shras says:
XO: But I am wondering if we will do any good by sending down crew that will not be able to return afterward...
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, Commander Tunik has suggesting sending the Away Team down equipped in full Environmental Suits.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Not return?
OPS_Selar says:
::Looks at the CO curiously when he said "No return"::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::his curiosity is fixated on the CO and his words::
XO_Taal says:
CO: Given the circumstances, it may not provide adequate protection; however, it would increase the chances of a safe return for the Away Team.
CEO_Farris says:
::Listening in on the conversations as he gets his station up to speed, missing the days of shooting and shields::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Do you think this is a suicide mission?
ACMO_Love says:
::shakes her head as the readings come in::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::smiles at the mention of "suicide mission" and thinks, no worries here::
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: Every mission has its risks. By coming here, the possibility of the Geneva being quarantined has also become an option.
XO_Taal says:
::notices that the helm has entered orbit over Zestel IV::
XO_Taal says:
<FCO> CO: Sir? We have entered orbit.
CO_Shras says:
XO/CNS: Under the circumstances anyone going down will not be able to get back here until we are certain it is all over so we don't contaminate the ship
ACMO_Love says:
*XO*:Commander, I have the analysis such as it is on those bio-readings if you care to see them.
OPS_Selar says:
::Thinks to herself "Great, suicide mission"::
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: I understand that. Only I know we wouldn't send anyone on a mission with little chance of survival unless it was the only way...
XO_Taal says:
*ACMO*: Bring them to the bridge, Doctor. We may need your presence on the bridge.
CO_Shras says:
XO: Prepare a first team in EVA suits, you are to assess the potential danger to the medical crew and if this plague can be cured and how it is transmitted.
ACMO_Love says:
*XO*: On my way sir. Love out.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: If it becomes a must I will be happy to volunteer... but let’s try all other venues first... ok?
ACMO_Love says:
::downloads the data to a padd and heads for the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is itching for some action, any means to prove himself, and ready to go::
CSO_Tunik says:
::nods:: CNS: We'll have to accumulate a large quantity of bio-matter from plagued and healthy inhabitants and animals in order to determine a means of finding a cure.
XO_Taal says:
*ACMO*: Belay that, Doctor. Meet me in Transporter Room 1; you'll be joining us on the Away Team to the surface.
XO_Taal says:
*ACMO*: Get the medical staff to prepare EVA suits that will best suited in protecting the Away Team.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Then let's do it.
CEO_Farris says:
::Reads over the way the power couplings are arranged to assess the possibility of exploding consoles::
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: Sir, may I join the away team?
ACMO_Love says:
Computer: Halt! Transporter room one instead. *XO*: Understood Commander, on my way.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Shall Tunik and I meet you in transporter Room 1 too, Sir?
XO_Taal says:
CSO/CNS/CTO: You are to accompany me to Transporter Room 1.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Cool
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sir.
XO_Taal says:
::enters the turbo lift and waits for the others::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods and goes with the XO::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Makes way to the turbo lift::
CSO_Tunik says:
::looks at the XO for a moment:: XO: Sir, considering the danger of not returning, I would like to formally note my lack of enthusiasm in your being a part of the away team.
OPS_Selar says:
::She watches the members of the Away Team prepare to leave, she makes sure she establishes a lock on each one::
CSO_Tunik says:
::enters the turbo lift::
ACMO_Love says:
::enters the transporter room and heads for the medical supply locker to retrieve a med kit and tricorder then waits for the XO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is in the turbolift awaiting the others::
XO_Taal says:
CSO: Understood, Commander. However, given your medical background, I can think of no other crewmember aboard this vessel more suited to the task of aiding the Guthorian Colony.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: What about weapons. 
CEO_Farris says:
::Looks up:: Self: Guess I'm not going...
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Sir, I have established a lock on the Away Team and will hopefully keep it.
XO_Taal says:
::calls out Transporter Room 1 and the Turbolift doors close::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::briefly eyes the others next to him, sensing a hint of tension, burning their faces into his mind::
XO_Taal says:
::the turbolift stops and the doors open::
ACMO_Love says:
::checks he med kit while she waits and rereads the analysis::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: What action should we take if threatened Sir? I mean ain't the zombies like good people in trouble?
CO_Shras says:
OPS: I want a lockout on all transporters... no one is beaming back until I give the order
XO_Taal says:
::exits the turbolift and enters Transporter Room 1 and sees the doctor waiting::
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Doctor.
CEO_Farris says:
::Hums to himself as he casually patches in to external sensors to see what's going on outside::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows the others::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::proceeds with the XO to TR1::
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Understood sir. I will put in the command after they are transported to the surface.
ACMO_Love says:
::nods:: XO: Commander.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Standard Away Team protocols exist.
XO_Taal says:
ALL: Arm yourselves with phaser. Stun setting only.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Ok
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Your analysis of the situation, Doctor?
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: After much thought on the matter, I suggest we're well armed.
CNS_Bauer says:
::There's that word again Starfleet "procedures"::
ACMO_Love says:
XO: Commander, we need the bio-suits as well.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Agreed. We can’t do well if we get sick too
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS/CTO/XO: We have to consider the possibility that the diseased are in a state of panic. When one is faced with death, one might become hysterical. We can't allow them to endanger our efforts.
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Of course. Does your staff have them appropriately modified?
OPS_Selar says:
CO: What are you expecting to happen down there Captain?
CTO_Kizlev says:
CSO: type II phaser pistols should suffice. Heavier weapons will only prove cumbersome in this situation.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO/XO: Zombies! Why Zombies? Oh the things I do for Starfleet... it’s a good thing I enjoy scary stuff.
ACMO_Love says:
XO: The bio-readings are inconclusive, but from what I can gather, they've attached themselves to the central nervous system of their hosts and move to the brain mass at will. It won't be easy to remove them from their hosts or even treat the symptoms.
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow::
CSO_Tunik says:
::tries not to find humor in Bauer's emotionalism::
XO_Taal says:
::puts on an environmental suit::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::suits up and holsters his phaser::
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Fascinating.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: So, anything special we can do for the EVA suits? Or is prayer our only hope. ::Smiles:
CSO_Tunik says:
::finishes suiting up... hadn't wanted to have to use a phaser again... but it's part of the job::
ACMO_Love says:
XO: The modified bio-suits should provide protection for a while.
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: ETA on you departure commander?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::finds the CNS barely amusing given the grim situation at hand::
XO_Taal says:
*CO*: We will be beaming down shortly, Captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Gets dressed and armed and all buckled up and set to go.::
XO_Taal says:
::looks around at the Away Team::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::heads for the transporter pad and awaits the team::
ACMO_Love says:
::pulls on her suit and checks the seals:: All: Please check the seals on your suits, we can't afford any points of entry for the contaminates.
XO_Taal says:
ALL: Is everyone ready to beam down?
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS/CTO/XO/ACMO: I'd hope for phaser armor, considering they'll probably be armed as well... but I'm not sure we're equipped. The best thing to do is to have emergency transport exits prepared. We should all wear transport enhancers so we can be transported out immediately.
CEO_Farris says:
CO: Captain, what if the away team is attacked or becomes infected? Will there be a need for another reinforcement team or should we just expect to all stay up here?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Types up and sends a quick memo::
XO_Taal says:
CSO: Commander, I do not plan to engage the 'zombies' in a fire fight.
CSO_Tunik says:
::looks at his phaser, holsters it, grabs his medical kit, and stands on the transporter pad:: XO: Ready sir.
ACMO_Love says:
::checks over her weapon as well as she moves to the transporter pad::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::sets his phaser to heavy stun and holsters it, standing on the pad::
XO_Taal says:
CSO: At the first moment of hostility we will be transporting to a more secure location
CSO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Agreed.
XO_Taal says:
Chief: Initiate Transport!
CO_Shras says:
CEO: For now this team will need to be "self-sufficient"
ACMO_Love says:
::looks at the CTO and smiles:: CTO: Ready?
CNS_Bauer says:
::On pad with eyes closed::
XO_Taal <Chief> XO: Aye, sir.  (Transporter.wav)
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Captain, they have just initiated transport.
CEO_Farris says:
CO: Aye... ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Molecules are scrambled::
XO_Taal says:
@::rematerializes on the surface::
ACMO_Love says:
@::materializes on the surface and pulls out her tricorder as she looks around::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::materializes on the surface, quick drawing his phaser and looking around for trouble::
CEO_Farris says:
CO: Aye... ::Continues researching ship engineering functions since he's used to blowing up things, not putting them together::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is reassembled on surface::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks around::
XO_Taal says:
@::looks around::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM TRANSPORTS DOWN TO THE PLANET'S SURFACE. ONCE THERE, THEY ARRIVE TO FIND COLONISTS SEEMINGLY OCCUPIED WITH VARIOUS DUTIES, AND MANY OF THEM BEGGING AND PLEADING FOR HELP ALL AT THE SAME TIME
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Locking out all transports to the Geneva now sir. ::She taps buttons quickly, performing the indicated function::
XO_Taal says:
@CMO: Gather, whatever data you need.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::motions the XO’s attention to the colonists:: XO: Sir.... ::points in their direction::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Keep an eye out for any possibility of hostility towards us.
ACMO_Love says:
@XO: Of course sir.
CO_Shras says:
OPS: Good, keep an eye on the team and relay any information they get
XO_Taal says:
@CSO: I want you to gather data for analysis as well.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: We should see if there is an immediate need for clothes or food.  Do Zombies eat? I mean besides eating brains?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@XO: Eyes open. Yes, sir.
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE ODD COMBINATION OF PEOPLE SEEMINGLY WORKING HARD AND CRYING OUT FOR HELP AT THE SAME TIME IS STARTLING TO THE AWAY TEAM
OPS_Selar says:
CO: I am keeping a very close eye on them sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods to both of them while flipping out his medical tricorder::
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Sir, they seem to be surrounded by many, many people.
ACMO_Love says:
@::walks towards a small group of colonists staying well back as she scans them::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::flips a science based tricorder in his other hand::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Counselor, see if you can sense anything from this infection. It may be possible that this infection is sentient
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::keeping close to the team, eyeing the colonists looking for any signs of weapons or aggression::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: I've had little interaction with Zombies. However, Vampires occasionally eat for pleasure only.
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: Shras to away team, what is your condition down there?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Scans at a distance brain activity, measures cognitive motor functions and takes synaptic function readings::
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Captain, it appears to be worse than the initial reports indicated, sir.
ACMO_Love says:
@::records what she can and moves on a little farther::
OPS_Selar says:
::She listens to the communication between the CO and XO::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I can't tell what the want.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: The Away Team is safe, for now. I have Commander Tunik and Doctor Love gathering information as we speak. Perhaps with the data we would be able to help out the colonists.
CEO_Farris says:
::Absent-mindedly starts whistling a little tune, constantly repeating it, getting louder with each cycle::
ACMO_Love says:
@::moves to the CSO::CSO: Commander, make sure and get soil, air and water samples as well. We need to rule out all possible contaminates.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO/CNS: I trust these suits will keep us safe from disease. ::feeling a tad nervous having never seen zombies before, save for maybe the Borg::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: So what do you think, Counselor?
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: There seems to be a lot of colonists around you, take care
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: If we know there most urgent need, maybe we can get it sent from the ship it might subdue them while we work.
OPS_Selar says:
::Thinks to herself "I don't like this.. I don't like this at all."::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods:: ACMO: Excellent points Lieutenant. ::opens his medical kit::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: That is what we are hoping.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Aye, sir. I believe it may be best to keep a lock on us. At the first sign of danger, we would signal the ship for transport away from the immediate area and to a secure location.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO/CNS: Not that I'm worried or anything. ::feels slightly more trepidation, but holds his fear back::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I think these people need a miracle.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: What did your readings on the synaptic functions show?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CTO: Worry is natural. And, in a situation like this, I'll refrain from stating how logical it is.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Although, I do not believe in miracles, I am inclined to agree with you, Counselor.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: It's ok to be scared...we all are...it makes us cautious...it makes us do a good job...you're not alone.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::collects soul in  series of test tubes::
OPS_Selar says:
CO: Sir, I really do not like the looks of it down there. All of those people, it cannot be safe.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ ::recalls the last disaster he had wearing an EVA suit:: CSO: I'd like to determine where the logic is in this. ::motions to the colonists::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Well below normal readings
CEO_Farris says:
::Realizes that he's whistling pretty loud on the bridge and stops:: Self: Woops...
ACMO_Love says:
@::pauses for a moment and adjusts the hood of her suit:: CNS: As mine show as well counselor.
CO_Shras says:
OPS: They will have to deal with it, we cannot help for now, and transporting them back might endanger the ship and more
OPS_Selar says:
CO: I would agree with you sir. I am just... stating my opinion. ::sighs wishing she could do more:: CO: I just wish.. We could do something more.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@XO: I can tell being on the Geneva is going to be an.... eye-opening experience to say the least. ::continues to watch the colonists, feeling tense::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: They have the mind similar to a goldfish.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CTO: Fear is most illogical, unless of course, fear influences change for the greater good.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: There also seems to be signs of paranoia setting in. The brain patterns are clearly deteriorating.
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: I believe some of the crew would say that is an understatement.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::finishes collecting soul samples, then uses a modified tool to "suck" air into a container::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Any ideas? Is there anything we got that could slow the deterioration down?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO: I can tell you this. Fear came in very handy during the Dominion War. I think it’s why I'm still alive.
CEO_Farris says:
CO: Captain, think we should plan to use the ships weapons to protect the away team in the event of a problem?
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: We need a subject to test to determine that.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CTO: In that case, your fear proved quite logical.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::almost smirks at the XO's words::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: See. Fear is a good thing...that's what I'm saying.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Can we get it so precisely focused?
OPS_Selar says:
CEO: I would not suggest that in the slightest. You may endanger the crew.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: My thought too. A subject to study would be a reasonable course of action.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CNS/CSO: I would say so. Given the Jem'Hadar soldiers we had to grapple with, fear drove us far enough to fight them back.
CEO_Farris says:
CO: If you give me enough time with the weapons system, I can hit a housefly at maximum range.
ACMO_Love says:
@::motions to the XO::XO: Sir, any chance we can examine one of the colonists up close?
XO_Taal says:
@::looks around at the colonists::
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Get on it now...
XO_Taal says:
@ACMO: We will have to be extremely careful.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ XO: Commander, I understand the dangers of the question I am about to ask. But, would you be willing to test the hostile nature of our guests? I need to get blood samples. And I need to know how hard it will be to get it.
XO_Taal says:
@ACMO: We may also have to find an isolated colonist.
ACMO_Love says:
@XO: If we can rig an isolation chamber, put a force field in place.... you know.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::holds a tight hand on his phaser hoping to spend less time here rather than more::
XO_Taal says:
@CSO/ACMO: In order to fully help the colonists we must examine them fully.
CEO_Farris says:
CO: Aye. ::Pulls up the weapons system to see what kind of shape it's in and begins refocusing the phaser arrays and preparing proper torpedo charges::
ACMO_Love says:
@::smiles and thinks didn't she just say that::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I'd like to arrange for creature comforts be sent down from the ship...you know blankets, food, water and such...
Host Bob says:
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